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BG News

weather
Sunny today with the highs in the mid
70s. Partly cloudy tonightwith the
lows in the lower 50s. Partly cloudy
on Wednesday.
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Olscamp speech centers around faculty
by Eva Parziale
managing editor

Faculty-related issues were the
main emphasis of Dr. Paul Olscamp's
presidential address given to students, faculty, staff and community
members in the Union Grand Ballroom, Friday.
Olscamp, facing his first year as the
University's new president, noted a
number of faculty changes needed to
achieve higher academic performace
at the institution. His first proposal
was a 60 percent across-the-board, 40
percent merit raise plan to reward
superior faculty performance in teaching and research.
"My personal preference would be
for a still higher percentage to be
devoted to rewarding superior performance," Olscamp added.

His new plan, if approved, would
eliminate the University's current 80
percent across-the-board, 20 percent
merit raise plan.
Olscamp said an increase of general faculty salary levels throughout
the institution is also needed.
"ALTHOUGH WE have maintained
our relative competitive salary position. .. in Ohio, we have declined
over the last few years on the national
AAUP scale," Olscamp said. "They
(the salaries) have also fallen relative to the income earned by other
classes of professional people."
Olscamp said a more equitable distribution of teaching loads is needed
and proposed that standards for differential teaching loads be established. He also asked the graduate
school to investigate the teaching

loads of graduate teaching assistants. Academic Council a standing commitA change in student and peer teach- tee of Faculty Senate and strengthening evaluations is also needed, Ols- ing Faculty Senate's influence over
camp said.
the curriculum and the budget.
"There are fears about the misuse
"In this way, the Faculty Senate
of student evaluations of teaching, would become the chief curricular
and suspicion of personal motivations body of the University, which it is not
that enter into peer evaluation," he currently," Olscamp said.
"We should focus
minority students."

efforts

on

recruitment

of

Dr. Olscamp
said. Olscamp said he would ask the
To insure academic superiority at
office of Academic Affairs to estab- Bowling Green, Olscamp said a numlish a committee to evaluate the prob- ber of external and internal measures
lem.
should be taken. This includes the
creation of a faculty reward system
OLSCAMP ADDED that he is pro- for student recruitment, establishposing basic changes in the Charter of ment of additional academic scholthe University, including making the arships, the creation of endowed

professorships, improvements in the
library collection and support of research costs.
Olscamp asked for closer faculty
and student involvment with the
Board of Trustees. He said some steps
have already been taken, including
placing undergraduate, graduate and
faculty representatives on the
Board s finance committee meetings
which take place the evening
"8 1prior I
the regular daytime monthly
ithly meetin.igs.
OLSCAMP REPORTED that final
enrollment figures for the University
were expected to exceed 18,000 students, approximately 1,000 less than
last year.
"We suspect that the move from a
quarter system to a semester system
may have had some impact upon our
enrollment, particulary in graduate

courses," Olscamp said.
He also cited greater difficulty in
obtaining student loans, loss of opportunity to earn revenue during September and "sticker shock" - receiving a
large bill twice each year instead of
three times - as affecting enrollment
figures.
To guarantee long-term enrollment
stability, Olscamp proposed enhancing student financial aid by lobbying
to retain congressional financial aid
packages.
In addition, "we should focus.. . efforts upon the recruitment of minority
students," he added. "Presently, minority students comprise less than six
percent of our total population."
Olscamp added that the possibility
of a reward system for faculty involvement in minority recruitment
was being considered.

Court allows data release
y in Kent State shootings

Don Zimmerman and Pol Gibbs work for Zimmerman Point Contractors of Fremont and were hired by
the city to point directional arrows and words along Wooster Street Tuesday.

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The U.S.
Supreme Court, without comment
Monday, let stand an order to release
the information on the killing of four
students and the wounding of nine
others by Ohio National Guard troops.
The ruling cleared the way tor
public disclosure of most of those
records, which include thousands of
pages of investigators' reports about
the shootings.
The American Civil Liberties Union
of Ohio has possession of voluminous
records dealing with the trial of persons accused in shootings on the Kent
State University campus in 1970.
The shootings occurred May 4,1970,
as protests against the invasion of
Cambodia by U.S. troops in Vietnam
rocked the city of Kent, the state
university campus, as well the state
and nation.
Benson Wolman, executive director
of the Ohio ACLU, called the supreme
court action a victory for American
history.
"This judgement by the court will
prevent state officials from silencing
or destroying the records of what
happened on May 4, 1970 and events
leading to it and attempts to cover up
afterward," Wolman said.
EVEN WITH the ruling, he said
documents must be cleansed of irrelevant material, including such things
as reports on anti-war groups which
had no part in the shootings or subesequent trials.
Wolman said the state of Ohio, the
Ohio National Guard, Highway Patrol, Bureau of Criminal Identification and Kent State University all
asked that substantial parts of discovery material gathered in preparation
for the trial be returned.

He said U.S. District Court Judge
William Thomas, who presided at the
last trial and settlement, ordered
most of the documents made public.
"This also included some FBI reports but the FBI accepted the district
court judgement and did not appeal,"
he said. "The state agencies did appeal .. .
"To the best of our knowledge this is
the final element of any and all litifation arising out of the events of May
, 1970."

He said all that remains is the
technicalities of legal papers being
physically returned to the district
court and the judge there acting on
the supreme court ruling.
WOLMAN DECLINED to say
where the documents are being kept.
"They literally fill a room," he said.
"The room is about nine by 12 feet and
they are stacked almost to the ceiling
with onlv an aisle or two to walk
around them.
"But no one can sit down to read
them until the legal work is completed. It (the court) still has to work
out details of procedures for various
documents to be reviewed by both
sides." he said.
"Privacy is involved for those not
parties to the investigation and that
information has to be cleansed before
the papers are put in the public domain.
But this is an important decision.
It's important so people can see waht
kind of things the taxpayers' money
was spent for."

Israeli jets lead attack on Syrian battery in the
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Israeli
jets blasted a Syrian missile battery
east of Beirut Monday and Lebanese
radio reports said the Israeli warElanes also struck at Palestinian posions in the eastern mountains.
Although Israel did not link the air
strike to an ambush that killed six
Israeli soldiers Sunday, it was announced following a special Israeli
Cabinet meeting to discuss the attack
on the Israeli soldiers.
The Israeli air attacks, the first
since mid-September, came as U.S.
special envoy Philip C. Habib was
headed to Washington for consultations after a round of talks in Israel
and Syria on getting their occupying
forces out of Lebanon.
Meanwhile, President Amin Gemayel asked acting Prime Minister
Snafik Wazzan to head his govern-

ment, and Wazzan immediately tackers were not captured.
started negotations to form a Cabinet.
A multinational force of 3,500 U.S.,
Israel said its planes bombed a
French and Italian troops has been SAM-9 anti-aircraft missile battery at
patrolling and clearing land mines in Dahr el-Baidar, 20 miles east of the
the capital since last Wednesday, and capital, to demonstrate Israel will not
Beirut was reported calm.
tolerate Syrian missiles in Lebanon.
The rightist Christian Voice of LebNORTH OF the capital, Lebanese anon radio said two additional areas
police reported at least 14 dead and 25 were attacked, Ein Dara and Dhour
wounded in battles between rival mil- Schweir, and said the strikes were
litia forces at Tripoli.
aimed at Syrian and Palestinian positions.
On Sunday, six Israeli soldiers were
killed and 22 wounded by automatic
In the early days of the Lebanese
weapons and bazooka fire in an am- invasion mounted June 6, Israeli warbush of their bus at Aley, about 10 planes knocked out missile batteries
miles southeast of Beirut and near Syria had moved into the Bekaa ValSyrian lines. The Israeli military ley in 1981, and shot down scores of
command in Tel Aviv blamed Pales- Syrian MiG fighter jets.
tinian guerrillas, but despite searches
and roadblocks in the area, the atSTATE DEPARTMENT deputy

spokesman Alan Romberg said in
Washington that the United States
"deplored" the attack, and indicated
the White House looked upon it as a
retaliation to the bus ambush.
"It underlines the importance for
all parties to work together to seek
rapid withdrawal of all foreign forces
from Lebanon," Romberg said.
Habib, who negotiated the
agreement for getting an estimated
8,000 Palestinian guerrillas out of
Beirut last month, headed for Washington after a stopover in Rome. He
met with Italian Foreign Minister
Emilio Colombo, who told reporters
that it was difficult to say when the
reactivated multinational force will
leave.
Habib met Sunday with Syrian

President Hafez Assad in Damascus,
but there was no word on whether
progress was made in his new efforts
at getting the Israelis and Syrians to
withdraw.
ISRAEL HAS an estimated 75,000
troops in Lebanon, stationed south of
Beirut in the western part of the
country. Syrian troops, in Lebanon
under an Arab League peacekeeping
mandate since the end of the 1975-76
civil war, number an estimated
30,000. In addition, various factions of
the Palestine Liberation Organization
have about 10,000 fighters, mostly in
the north and east.
"Everything is linked to the evolution of the situation in Lebanon, both
regarding the question of Beirut and
the guarantees for the withdrawal of
all foreign troops from Lebanon,"
Colombo said.

Reagan campaigns in Columbus
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - President
Reagan, on the campaign trail again,
declared Monday that inflation is the
cause of today's near record unemployment ana - once again - he
blamed it all on his Democratic predecessors.
In a speech prepared for Ohio veterans, Reagan said various reasons are
given for the present joblessness, but
"in my own view the cause is one and
one only: inflation."
Most economists would argue that
rising unemployment has resulted,
not from inflation itself, but from
government policies designed to fight
inflation by slowing economic growth.
Regan's new chief White House
economist, Martin S. Feldstein, made
that very point at his Senate confirmation hearing Sept. 22, when he said
those "who predicted that inflation
would be reduced without raising
unemployment have been decisively
proven wrong."

SINCE 1979 unemployment has been
rising while inflation has been falling.
Inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, has receded from
13.3 percent in 1979 to 12.4 percent in
I960, 8.9 percent in 1981 and an expected 5 percent to 6 percent this
year.
Average unemployment, on the
other hand, has been climbing - from
5.8 percent in 1979 to 7.1 percent in
1980, 7.6 percent in 1981 and an estimated 9.5 percent this year.
"Between 1976 and 1980 alone,"
Reagan said, "inflation went from 4.8
Srcent to 18 percent at one point in
» and for the two years of 1979 and
1980 it stayed in double digits. Interest
rates had to keep pace.
"A lender must not only get a return
on the money loaned, the lender must
get enough interest to cover the loss in
purchasing power of each dollar
loaned. So between 1976 and I960, the
prime interest rate went from less

than 7 percent to 21 hi percent.
"AUTO SALES fell off as the interest rate on car payments went up.
Layoffs began, and the sickness
spread to associate industries such as
steel, rubber, glass, etc. In housing
there was the same story."
Reagan said his administration has
"brought inflation down, and interest
rates are following."
He did not say why unemployment
remains high - it was 9.8 percent in
August - but has said in the past that
unemployment figures are the last to
improve when an economy comes out
of recession.
On a campaign trip for two Republicans who are trailing their Democratic opponents in Ohio's
gubernatorial and U.S. Senate races,
Reagan insisted his economic program is beginning to work and

"America is on her feet again."
BUT UNEMPLOYMENT - running
at 12.7 percent in the state - already is
an issue in Ohio political campaigns
and could become even more important when September unemployment
figures are released Friday.
Rep. Clarence Miller, R-Ohio, who
accompanied the president on the trip
aboard Air Force One, said Reagan
continues to do well in his district
because "people still trust him. Of
course, if you're unemployed, it's
hard to trust anyone."
To demonstrate his interest in
American industry and its workers,
Reagan went through the food line at
a local factory's cafeteria.
But he bypassed the many devastated steel and auto plants that dot
this area and instead toured AccuRay, a modern, high-technology manufacturer whose exports of electronic
equipment have kept it above the

floodwaters of recession.
A company statement said AccuRay was picked for Reagan to visit
because "it is a high-technology employer that has increased profitability, improved worker productivity
and maintained stable employment
levels during a time when the nation
is experiencing an economic downTHE PRESIDENT told AccuRay
employers, "It's time we started increasing American exports and
stopped exporting American jobs."
Reagan told the veterans, "I'm not
here today to campaign," but he
made a pitch anyway for Rep. Clarence "Bud" Brown, R-Ohio, who is
running for governor against Democrat Richard Celeste.
Reagan said Brown has been "an
invaluable ally in the fight against big
government in Washington.

NEWS

Most overrated?
RIDGEFIELD. Conn. (AP) — Louis
XIV, Woodrow Wilson and John F
Kennedy have made the Top Ten in a
list of history's most overrated
heroes compiled by professional
pundits at Purdue University.
Other nominees include:
ERNEST HEMINGWAY - The
shelf life of Papa's staccato
prose seems to be rapidly expiring.
and his plots reveal a high suds
content that simply won't wash any
more. His macho image boils down to
a boastful bully and drunk beater
who was once knocked jodhpurs over
safari hat by Morley Callaghan, the
Canadian novelist. This Nobel laureate,, as one critic noted, was "his
own worst invented character.'' F.
Scott Fitzgerald and Willa Cather
could write rings around him.
MARILYN MONROE — The cult
fabricators never tire of trying to
turn this modestly talented sparrow
into a bird of paradise or at least a
latter day Jean Harlow. She was
innocent of singing, dancing or
acling. As a sex symbol, she played
her steamiest role in "Niagara.'' only
to have wholesome Jean Peters steal
the picture.
HUGH HEFNER - The pipe
puffing prophet of pretentious
porn has been out-raunched by even
more tasteless competitors in the
media meat market. The Playboy
Philosophy, which he so boringly
proclaimed, now seems as dated as
the Nestorian heresy or a Spring
Morn barbershop calendar.
FRANK SINATRA — His crashing of tedium's top 10 has nothing
to do with his habit of talking with
his hands to reporters. Perry Como is
a better baritone; Tony Bennett can
do more with lyrics- Bing Crosby was
the better actor, and Vic Damone
should have gone further than Ote
Blue Eyes.
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Bowling Green football
bringing back our pride
There is a different look on the field at Doyt L. Perry
stadium this year. It is a look we have seen on
occasion, but one that has not shown up with much
consistency over the last five years.
That is the look of a winner.
For the first time since 1975, Bowling Green's football
team has gotten off to a 3-0 start. After starting 0-4 in
1980 and 0-4-1 in 1981, the quick start is an appreciated
change of pace.
The winning streak has not been against a group of
patsies, either. Two of the teams have had respectable
records - Central Michigan and Western Michigan. The
third, Ohio University, defeated the University of Toledo last weekend.
What makes the first three victories even more
impressive is that they came against three of the five
schools the team lost to last year.
What do the Falcons have to look for down the line?
r text week will probably be the biggest test for the team
- against Miami University at Oxford. The Redskins
apparently are the only team with the firepower to
'match BG's, and the game could decide the Mid-American Conference champion, even though it only the
fourth game for BG; the fifth for Miami.
Miami may be down, having played some of the
weaker teams in the nation in its first four games romping over William & Mary, Northwestern (adding to
their record losing streak), Eastern Michigan (which
now owns the nation's longest losing streak), and MAC
cellar^lwellar Kent State. Whether their impressive
scores are due to the caliber of their opponents or
because they are living up to their selection as MAC
favorites, Miami will have to prove on October 9. We
think the still-hungry Falcons will be ready.
Beyond Miami, there is apparently only one stiff
challenge on the Falcons' MAC schedule - the Toledo
grudge match - although the team will not be able to
afford a letdown. Other than that, BG will face Northern
Illinois (the only team in nearly three years to lose to
Northwestern), Kent State, Ball State and Eastern
Michigan.
Beyond those MAC confrontations lies Long Beach
State and North Carolina on the road, and hopefully a
trip to the California Bowl.
The importance of Bowling Green athletics to the
University cannot be laughed off, despite the attitude of
many of the University's academians. It is important to
student, faculty and staff morale, public relations, the
recruiting of non-athlete students, and money.
Football is the most prominent sport at this, as well as
most, universities, despite the success of the other
sports, so turning out a winner is of the utmost importance - and it seems we are finally doing it.
Bowling Green's entire athletic program is in a
transient year with a new athletic director, new
coaches, and a struggle to overcome the embarrassment of football reclassification. The potential is there
for the Falcons to be winners in all of their major sports
- and possibly to be big winners. The hockey team has
returned most of the players who led the team to the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association's regular-season
title; the basketball team has seen the return of Colin
Irish, the savior-forward the team relies so heavily upon
to avoid mediocrity; and, as mentioned above, the
football team is finally gelling under coach Denny Stolz.
The benefits of athletic success at the University will
be twofold - a) a series of winners will quiet the critics
within and without the University, and lead more
students to the stands instead of the bars on the
weekends; and b) with the reclassification process
seemingly sweeping the NCAA, having a Division I-A
winner will make the governing body of collegiate
athletics think twice about lowering the University's
status in any sport.
BG football is for real, and we are confident the rest of
Falcon athletics will follow suit. A winning football
team will send the Falcons back to Division I-A status,
ending the ridiculous banishment put on the team last
year.
It's great to be a school of winners. That's not
something we have been able to brag about a whole lot
about over the last few years, and the enjoyment of it is
something we should relish and support.

THE BG NEWS
Editor
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Israel, U.S. actually staunch allies
In response to Richard Fans'
"Comment", Sept. 24,1982.
Reasons why Israel and the U.S. are
staunch allies:
1) Each country's strength and military power is in the national interests
of the other as a means to deter
oppression and communist expansion.

COMMENT
by Daniel Ayalon
2) Each country has a free democracy - with freedom of religion,
speech and press, and representation
of allparties.
3) The two countries share the same
moral and ethical values.
Mr. Faris writes in his comment,
"(Israel) is probably the one country
in the world with absolutely no chance
of being accepted into the Russian
fold". To be accurate, the word "accepted" should be changed to "subscribed" - Israel will never align
itself with oppressive regimes which
are hazardous for the whole free
world. Contrary to Mr. Faris'
statement. Russia would very much
like Israel to align itself with her fiving her a strong foothold in the
eart of the Middle-East.
LET ME remind your readers that
the USSR was the first country in the
UN to vote for Israel's independence,
May 14, 1948. The USSR's proxies
(primarily Czechoslavakia), were an
important arms supplier to Israel by
the aggression of five Arab states. As
Israel was an embryo state fighting
for its survival, it accepted arms from

anyone willing to sell to her.
Following the war, Israel severed
ties with Russia, who then concentrated her attenUon on other MiddleEastern countries. To say that Russia
was successful in her courtship is an
understatement: Syria, Lybia, Iraq
and Egypt until 1972, are only a few.
The Syrians, for example, receive
the cream of Russian equipment:
MIG's 23& 25 jetfighters, T-62 and T72 Russian super battle tanks, the
SAM 6 & 9 ground to air missies, plus
much more.
AS MR Faris so cleverly implied,
Israel is a very competent military
power - and military might seems to
Be the only reckoning force against
communist expansion. It is quite obvious that Israel's role as a strong ally
in a potential confrontation between
the western world and the eastern
block is not overlooked by this nation's strategists. Israel is not the
hunchman of the U.S. - each country
has its own independent foreign policy, sometimes conflicting, more often coinciding.
The same countries Mr. Faris mentioned as "supported" by Israel -Argentina, Chile, Guatemala, and South
Africa - through the sales of arms,
are also "supported" by the U.S. and
France through even larger sales of
arms. Sales of arms, like sales of
technology, and all other international transactions are a business
policy of basic economics shared
among all incustrial countries in the
world. Unlike Chile, Argentian, or
Guatemala, Israel is a democracy - a
real democracy with all it entails.
UNLIKE IRAN (former U.S.
friend), Saudia Arabia, Egypt and 19
other Arab countries, the social, polit-

ical structure of Israel is stable. Israel is the only Middle-eastern
country which has a free-of-oppression government. It is the only country in that region which shares the
same moral, ethical and cultural values of human worth and decency with
the VS.
To exploit such a tragedy (i.e. the
massacre of Palestinians by Militia
Christian fighters, which caused a
great deal of grief and outrage In
Israel) is-very unfair. And to name
the Israelis as "borderline fascists
murderers" is simply a lie. Are
Americans deemed fascits murders
becuase of the Mai-Lai tragedy in Viet
Nam? It doesn't take long for one to
realize when visiting Israel how much
the Israelis appreciate and cherish
every human life.
Mr. Faris further suggests a differentiation between a Jew and an Israeli. There is no logical comparison
between these two terms: to be an
Israeli, one may be Moslem, Christian, or Jew. Over 15 percent of Israel's total population are Moslem
Arab Israelis - with full democratic
rights. If Mr. Faris wishes to differentiate between Jews and Israeli Jews,
then he should allow the Jewish people themselves to deal with such a
matter - a matter which they would
undoubtedly discard with no second
thoughts.

Time and time again the Reagan
administration and its lieutenant in
this district, Congressman Delbert
Latta, have turned their backs on the
students of the University and schools
nationwide. They have done this to
enlarge an already swollen military
budget. As a result of this overspending, the President has helped to create the largest budget deficit ever.
Much of this budget has gone to engorge the military-industrial programs. The social programs which
help the poor, handicapped, indigent,
elderly and students have been wed
dry.
The profits these corporations have
made from their leaching of the government were supposed to trickle
down to the middle and lower classes
under the auspices of supply-side economics. With a 14 per cent unemployment rate in Ohio, it is apparent that
this program is not working.
Republicans are claiming they have
not had enough time to implement
their plans. Another assumption is
that we have had 25 years of a Democratically-controlled Congress and
that it will take time to undue the
damage. I believe that it is the consensus of the University and Americans in general that the Republicans
are the source of the nation s current
economic plight.

The Democrats speak
College Republicans launched a similar voter registration drive? Are they
afraid of what the voters will tell the
Republican candidates in November?
Charles Saunders
President, Campus Democrats

Numerous characters
have blood on hands
Israel? Syria? The PLO? Who's
right? Be careful, don't let first
thoughts deceive you! Suppress all of
your prejudices and open your eyes.
What do you see?
I see a bunch of little boys trying to
wipe the blood off of their hands blood that has accumulated over thousands of years. Who's in the group?
Well, I see Sharon, Arafat, Assad and
Begin (Reagan and Brezhnev are also
there).
Well, now that we have identified
the perpetrators, let's look closer and
try to find out a little about them.
Let's take Begin and Sharon first.
They obviously do not care much for
either the PLO or the Syrians. And
why not? Well, it isn't easy to forget
that Israel has bore the brunt of some
very vicious attacks in the the last few
Sears. But not all of Israel supports
le policies of these two men.
Now, what about Arafat? He claims
that he will never allow the existence
of a Jewish state. After all, weren't
the Palestinians there first? But, like
Begin and Sharon, Arafat also has
problems-he doesn't represent all of
the Palestine people.
And now for Assad. This guy just
has a terrible dislike for Jews-he
can't seem to kill enough of them. His
problem is that his armed forces
haven't faired too well lately.
And what about those two little.
Budgy bystanders? Yeah, you know
lem - the ones with the money hanging out of their pockets.
There have been many solutions
offered by people over the years to
help these little boys with their problem. What's wrong is that none of
these solutions have worked. Maybe

The Republicans have said they are
trying to slow down the economy. In
their usual grandiose style, the conservative troglodytes have slowed the
economy to a dead halt. Welfare lines
have flourished. The poor have gotten
poorer and the rich, richer. A major- DOONESBURY
ity of these problems can be traced to
the Latta-Graham budget.
Delbert Latta, the Congressman
from this district, has co-authored the
budget we are operating under. The
focus of many of the problems
plagueing Americans can be pinpointed to this Congressional district.
It is important to realize that students have been hit as hard as anyone
by this attack of economic stinginess.
The only way to answer this assault is
to react at the polls on election day.
We are the future of this country.
We deserve the financial consideration that Delbert Latta refuses to
give us. We can help the entire enconmy in this election. We can elect a
Congressman who supports funding of
a broad-based economy rather than
the "Latta-hood" economics whose
slogan should be "take from the
needy and give to the greedy". Latta
has made a point to help the wealthy
and the privileged secure an even
larger piece of the economic pie. We
deserve our portion of that pie, and we
shall not stand idly by ana watch the
Republican elites devour it.
In the past few weeks the Campus
Democrats have been actively seeking out new voters regardless of political background. Why haven't the

ACCORDING TO "Business International" special report on Saudia
Arabia, (available in the University's
Library, periodical section) in the
70's, 20 percent of U.S. oil consumption was immported from Saudia Arabia; in 1981, only 6 percent of all U.S.
oil consumption came from this country.
It would by a myopic policy for the
U.S. to abandon a strong ally (both
internally and externally) - the only
free democratic bastion in the MiddleEast - for some few million barrels of
oil supplied by the Arabs who supposedly "control the lifeblood of our
economy."

ANOTHER MYTH propagated by
detractors of the Israeli state is that
"the U.S. pours millions of dollars
into their (Israel's) economy each
day and reaps no benefits in return
except inflation", as Mr. Farus
opines. Here are the facts as published in the New York Times, Sept.
15,1982 by Alfred Lipson:
Daniel Ayalon is a graduate student
1) The $2.6 billion total aid for Israel specializing in international business.

LETTERS
RecenUy, Campus Democrats sponsored a voter registration drive in
order to organize a student voting
bloc so students could respond to the
issues affecting them at the polls. It
became more and more apparent that
many students are dissatisfied with
the Reagan administration and its
stand on educaUon. It is my opinion
that the students have correctly assessed the lack of educational support
the Reagan administration has given
to them.

voted by Congress consists primarily
of military sales credits, or loans,
repayable with interest, only $785
million is in economic support grants.
2) All the money lent and granted to
- Israel is spent in the U.S., resulting
more jobs here and a.stronger economy. Israel's consumer purchases in
the U.S. are roughly double the
amount of economic aid it recives.
3) Israel's debt service to the
United States exceeds the amounts of
our economic grants. In fiscal 1983,
the excess figure will be $185 million.
4) The people of Israel, among the
highest-taxed in the world, carry the
burden of defense and pay for peace.
Their economic sacrifice for peace
with Egypt is estimated at $17 billion.
By giving up Sinai, Israel lost its
almost total oil independence - aside
from its huge investments there. Now
it spend $2.5 billion a year on oil
imports, an amount equal to this
year's foreign aid from the U.S.
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the problem lies in the fact that these "bumped" to make room for M-TV.
boys are playing with the wrong kind Consider the fact that there are curof toys or maybe they need to be put rently three NBC affiliates carried on
over someone's knee for some good the cable, one of which is Channel 4
old-fashion discipline. Oh well, chil- from Detroit. I would think that with
such a large population of Clevelanddren will be children.
If I were you, I wouldn't expect any ers in Bowling Green that it would
miracles to happen overnight in the make more sense to get rid of Channel
Middle East. Both sides claim they 4 instead of Channel 8. Plus the fact
are right and no one wants to be the that whenever I try to tune in Channel
first to back down. But, until someone 4 the reception is so poor that I just
does back down, the killing is not tune into Channel 13.
I am looking forward to M-TV in
going to stop. What needs to occur is
that one of these nations has to come Bowling Green, but do think that
there
are stations of less importance
to grips with the truth-that the lulling
of people is not necessarily the most that can be dropped to make room for
it.
beneficial thing to do.
Wishful thinking? I don't think so,
Christopher J. Kochls
but then again, my opinion doesn't
OCMB #2887
really matter. The only people that
are in the position to implement
change are the ones that won't
Respond
change. Some kids never grow up ...
Blaine Chanay
402 Conklin

MTV Is not worth
giving up Channel 8
I was very pleased to read in the BG
News that Bowling Green is getting
M-TV. I think that this will be a great
addition to the cable system and will
prove to be very popular with the
student subscribers.
What I am upset about is the fact
that Wood County Cable is getting rid
of Channel 8 from Cleveland to make
room for M-TV. I personally think
that there are other stations offered
on the cable that have less interest to
the subscribers.
Taking into account that approximately 31 percent of the student population is from Cleveland should be
considered. I am from the Cleveland
area and enjoy a lot of the local
programming that Channel 8 has to
offer. I especially enjoy the Cleveland news. I have talked to several
Clevelanders and many feel the same
way.
Again, I honestly feel that there are
other stations of less interest to your
subscribing audience that can be

The BG News would like to
print your comments regarding
something in The News or anything of interest to the campus
and community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include your address and phone
number for verification.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and guest columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
by Garry Trudeau
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Candidate values education

Sherck promises restored cuts
economy," he said. "Studies show
that every dollar spent on education
generates six dollars for the Gross
National Product, so it's definitely a
good investment.
Although Sherck would like to see
more funds earmarked for higher
education, he said he does not think an
additional tax is necessary in order to
accomplish this.
"I think we can take some of the
money allotted for defense, and use it
for education instead," he said. "The
defense budget proposed by Reagan is
ridiculous.
"I think $1.7 trillion over the next
four years is just too much-we don't
need it. It's the idea that the more you
throw into defense, the better it will
be and that's not necessarily true."

by Marcla Sloan
copy editor

The long term future of America
rests on the education of its inhabitants, according to Jim Sherck, candidate for U.S. House of
Representatives in the 5th Congressional District.
Sherck, who was at the University
Monday afternoon to accept the endorsements of the Ohio Educational
Association, the National Education
Association, the American Association of University Professors and the
Bowling Green Faculty Association,
said the restoration of funds allotted
to higher education would be a top
priority if he is elected on Nov. 2.
"The first thing I'd like to do after
taking office is immediately restore
the budget cuts that were made under
SHERCK ADDED, however, that
the Reagan Administration," he said. he is not against having a strong
"Then I'd like to see more funds defense.
granted to higher education, espe"I'm certainly not anti-defense, I
cially in the highly technical fields." just think there is a lot of waste," he
said. "Only five percent of governHE ADDED that one of the reasons ment contracts are made by compethe is a strong supporter of govern- itive bids.
ment funds in higher education is
"If more awards were made on the
because of the revenue it eventually bid basis, the spending could definitely be lowered."
produces.
"It's not only an investment in the
Another major concern of Sherck's
long term future of America, but it's is the 14.5 percent unemployment rate
also a wise investment in terms of the in northwest Ohio. While he said he

does not having a complete solution to
the problem, he said he would like to
see constructive employment by the
government.
"Recently 'Newsweek' did a story
on how the American transportation
system is falling apart," Sherck said.
"Our bridges and roads are in desperate need of repair, and the longer we
wait to repair them, the more they are
going to cost to repair.
SHERCK SAID an increase in government jobs does not mean an increase in taxes.
"On the contrary, it would mean a
reduction in taxes," he said. "Every
time a percentage point is added to
unemployment it costs the taxpayers
$30 billion.
Sherck, a lawyer from Fremont,
has run for Congress against 24-year
incumbent Delbert Latta twice before. He said his chance for victory
this year is very good because of
Latta's strong support for Reagan,
and the condition of the economy in
the district.
"There is no congressman who has
supported Reagan more strongly than
Del Latta and in fact, he's been the
main implementer of Reaganomics,"
Sherck said. "People realize the seriousness of the problems we're facing, and I think they're ready for a
change."

Jim Sherck, democratic candidate for U.S. Congress, addresses o journalism class in the early port of
a long campaigning doy In the Bowling Green area.

•COUPON'

SAVE UP TO $15.00 AT HERTZ

352-9285

• confidential, personal care
• special rates for B.G. students
• 541 W. Wooster, temporarily

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
in wood county
morning, afternoon and
evening appointments . . .

BG News photos/Ron Hagler

HERTZ RENT-A-CAR ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF ITS NEW
BOWLING GREEN LOCATION. TO HELP CELEBRATE THIS
EVENT, WE ARE OFFERING SPECIAL SAVINGS. JUST PRESENT
THIS COUPON AT TIME OF RENTAL AND RECEIVE $5.00 OFF
EACH DAYS RENTAL CHARGE, UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 3 DAYS.
AND REMEMBER, THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE FOR MILEAGE AT
HERTZ.

. O O

*2 OFF

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR *2.00
OFF ANY 16" PIZZA WITH On* OR
fTlORE ITEfTlS.

Rental must originate & terminate at Bowling Green. Not applicable with any other
discount OFFERS EXPIRES 10-31-82. 24 HR Advance Reservation Necessary.

- - all methods of birth control,
annual exams (inc. pelvic, pap, urinalysis, hemoglobin), pregnancy tests,
counseling, community education

IHertz,

WMW/MH

LOCATED INSIDE
NAVAREE OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC
1013 N. MAIN ST.
352-4090

Ph. 352-5166
203 North (Daln
One Coupon Per Pizza - Good Thru
Oct 14, 1982

■MMHiam COUPON ■_—__—

presents: TONIGHT

SENIORS

Hjgf^

P
THE FORMER GREAT BRITAIN
|"nn PM
MINISTER OF STATE
«
. _J:JP PM
THE RIGHT HONORABLE Grand BaUro™
SALLY OPPOHFJM.MP
TOPIC: Foreign Policy of the U.K.

MONDAY - THURSDAY .... OCT. 4 - 14th
The Who
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V

Al-Do-Nova
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$1.50
c

'- 7 & 8

Thurs.
BGSU Jazz
Lab BAND

Fri.
OFF-PAMP

THE TIME IS
THIS WEEKEND
(8-11 PM at the SideDoor)
UAO.. UAQ... UAC

Asian/Indian
Cooking
Workshop

Yearbook Portraits
Have Started
Don't Miss Out
The KEY. It's YOU.
For Appointment 0*70 (\(\Q£L
310 Student Services O / il \J\JOO

Gobble onChicago
Thanksgiving
Weekend

Oct. 11 $3.00
Sign up in the
UAO office

EAT what
ya

COOK!

UAO... UAO... UAO... UAO... UAO... UAO... UAO... UAO..

Nov. 26-28
$120.00/person
Sign up: UAO Office

Oct. 29
8:00 PM
Grand Ballroom
OPEN TO ALL

LOOKING
for
Mini course
instructors:
Aerobics
Billiards
Camping/Backpacking
Ceramics
AND any other
hobbies of interest
Cal UAO • 2-2343

Moonlight Madness
with

MOONLIGHT DRIVE
BAND
(Play Great Doors Music)
Traveling this way SOON

$2.75
at the door.

C
O
U
P
O
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JACK'S
BAKERY

^ Conference to discuss human rights

baklava — cheesecake- coffee and
doughnuts - peanut butter cookies I
Dannon yogurt-50*

m purchase
purcriasc |
j
Present this coupon 92 minimum
1448 E. Wooster
(Across from Harshman)
910
2D?|
Hours: M-F 8-10 Sat & Sun 9"

25
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by Vlckl Reinhart
staff reporter

The existence and application of human rights will
be the topic of a three-day
conference sponsored by
the Social Philosophy and
Policy Center at the University.
Dr. Fred Miller, executive director of the center, said the conference
will be the first major project of the center. The conference is scheduled for
Oct. 7-9.
A grant of $19,000 from
the Rockefeller Foundation enabled the center to
attract some "outstanding/' people in the area of
fhilosophv. Miller said,
en professors will be
speaking at the conference, addressing a topic
they are an authority on,
he said. Ten other profes-

TUESDAY SPECIAL
OLD Fashioned Ruffles
are in and for
one day only (Today)
All Blouses
with Ruffles

sors will be commenting on
their papers, he added.
Some are well established
philosophers and others
are up-and-coming in their
profession, he said.
"TO STATE your position and clearly defend it"
is the job of the speaker,
Miller said. The job of the
commenter is to find points
with which to disagree..
Speakers Thursday will
incfude:
- 4 p.m., Hugo Adam
Bedau, Tufts University,
rking on "Why we have
rights we do." Commenting will be Douglas
Den Uyl, Bellarmine College.
-8p.m., Martin P. Golding,
Duke University, speaking
on "The priority of welfare
rights." Commenting is
Thomas Attig, University
Philosophy Department.

Jesus College, Oxford, on
"Libertarian Rights: An
Indirect Utilitarian ApEroach." Commenting will
e Robert Kocis, University Political Science Department.
-1:15 p.m., Alan Donagan,
University of Chicago, on
"The Right Not To Incriminate Oneself." Commenting will be Steven Ludd,
University Political Science Department.
- 2:45 p.m., Richard E.
Flathman, Johns Hopkins
University, on "Moderating Rights." Commenting
will be Charles Beitz,
Swarthmore College.

- 1:15 p.m., Lansing Pollock, State University College of Buffalo, on
"Individual Rights and Anarchism." Commenting is
George Mavrodes, University of Michigan.
- Edward Regis, Jr., Howard University, on "The
Moral Status of Multigenerational Interstellar ExBloration." Commenting is
ianiel M. Farrel, Ohio
State University.
THE STAFF of the center includes Miller, chair
and professor of philosophy, Dr. Ellen Frankel
Paul, research director
id editor
of publications,
and
edit

Saturday's speakers will
be:
- 9 a.m., Loren E. Lomansky, University of
Minnesota at Duluth, on
"Human Pursuits and Human Rights." Commenting
is Donald Scherer, University Philosophy DepartSpeaking Friday are:
- 9 a.m., Allan Gibbard, ment.
University of Michigan, on -10:30 a.m., Alan Gewirth,
"Utilitarianism and University of Chicago,
Rights." Commenting is "The Existence of Human
James Fishkin, Yale Uni- Rights." Commenting is
Arthur C. Danto, Columbia
versity.
-10:30 a.m., John N. Gray, University.
)i™mmw"«wi""??!???!??????????'""i""i'«i
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' HAVE YOU HEARD
THE INSIDE STORY?

by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

City Council voted to approve the site plans for a
new fire and police station
at last night's meeting.
Municipal Administrator Wesley Hoffman said
he '.rill tell the architect to
proceed to the develbyment stage of the pro-

? Wooster St.

In other business. Council took no action on an
ordinance to regulate the
city's video machines.
The proposed ordinance
would require owners of
any establishments con????????????????????????????????????????????????????????■ ? taining video games to pay

Look for it Tuesday mornings
in all University buildings.
A publication of USG

1/4 OFF
Tues. Eve open till 9:00 p.m.
525 Ridge St.

Only (1) coupon
on any on* order
Coopon* cannot bo
UMd on any spocWs

516 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

5 free Cokes

FREE 6 PACK
OF COKE
with any
16" (1) item or
more pizza
EXPIRES
October 15, 1982

"I
I

Some Day Service
Often Available - Phone First

118 W. WOOSTER

with purchase
of

OPEN MON-TUES

14 inch pizza
EXPIRES
October 15, 1982
Hours
MON-WED
THUR-SAT
SUNDAY

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

352-7031

1:00-7:00

5255 Hill Ave.
Toledo, Ohio

Delivery Only

(UOnmCasxmPiCntm

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.G. ONLY

"It's going to place the
burden on the owners and
operators of video games
to make sure the kids stay
in school," she said.
According to Fite and
other operators of video
arcades, they are successful in enforcing their own
rules to keep school-age
children out of their businesses during school
hours, and do not need a
regulation enacted by the
city.
Fite also presented a
petition signed by minors
who oppose the proposed
legislation. The petition
stated the city does not
have the right to tell children where they can and
cannot spend their time
while they are not in
school.

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

THE POWDER PUFF

352-1504

a $50 registration fee for
every machine they own,
as well as to restrict the
hours which minors are
allowed into their businesses to use the machines.
Local business owners
voiced a strong opposition
to the ordinance, which
most say is discriminatory
and places the burden of
truancy in the wrong
hands.
Linda Fite, owner of the
Gameroom, 250 N. Main
St., said this registration
fee is unnecessary and unfair.
"I think it's a discriminatory tax," Fite said,
adding that she does not
believe legislation is necessary to regulate the
hours of video arcades.

;ity council debates
viideo qame ordinance

! tftgtt $T«E
\ &,* fctfS ?»

?

The center was instituted at the University last
spring. It is the third largest center of its kind in the
U.S., Miller said. The largest centers are at the Universities of Maryland and

Delaware, he said.
A goal of the center is to
be Interdisciplinary by
combining philosophy and
other studies, he said.
"We need to be wellgrounded in both normative and descriptive sciences," he said.
Normative, he said, is the
ethics of a problem, or
what "should be," while
descriptive science studies
"what is."
"It's something new for
philosophers to get involved in," he said. "We
hope to make informal recommendations to society
and make a contribution to
the University."

associate professor of political science, Dr. Jeffrey
Paul, associate director,
associate professor of philosophy. Dr. Louis
Katzner, research fellow,
professor of philosophy
and Dr. William Reichert.
research fellow, chair and
professor of political science.
The staff will help monitor the conference.

Copyright °1981 Marvel Comics Group
A Division of Cadence Industries Corp.
All Rights Reserved.

OPEN
Wed.-Fri. 12:00 - 7:00
Saturday 11:00-7:00

The Brothers of SIGMA CHI
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Are Proud to Announce their

1982 FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Mike Allen
David Baker
Eric Baver

Bill Baxter
Jim Bell
Bill Berenson
Keith Boschwinn
Tony Brennen
Tim Deuer
Kirt Kisselle
Sam White

Paul Kumbier
Brad Long
Rich Muebert
Bob Nelson
Dave Reitz
Dave St. Charles
Jeff Sarringer
Russ Skuling
Steve Sosnowski
Doug Weaver

Special Thanks to Rush Chairman Ted Rendinell
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
You're ready! For the biggest and
the best that life has to otter. And for
the college ring that will speak volumes about you—and your achievements—tor years to come.
What's more—you can afford it!
Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings
and save S25. Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the

Date:

classic to the contemporary. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloquently express you.
Now is your time to get what you
deserve And remember—nothing
else feel* like real gold.

yffiOFVED'
N CLASS RINGS.INC

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Studant Services Building
October 4-6
10-4
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:00 -5:00
Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted
Saturday, 9:00 - 5:00

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

Take advantage of our

Perm
Special
Reg. $40 permanent
Includes cut ond blow-dry.
Now thru Sal ..Oct. 30

$

30

ROMAN'S
Ron Roman

Mindy Balrd

Dianna Harvey

Stadium Plaza, 1616 E. Woostar. B.C.
Ph. 352-2107 for your appointment
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National GOP chairman to leave post
WASHINGTON (AP) Insisting he was not being
pushed out of his job, Richard Richards said Monday
he will quit as Republican
Party chairman when his
term expires next January^
"The decision was
mine," said Richards, who
then acknowledged that

neither President Reagan
nor any of the top White
House officials had urged
him to stay in his party
post.
He cited press speculation that he was about to
be dumped as a major factor prompting him to announce his plans just four
weeks before elections in

which many party leaders
fear the Republicans will
lose much of the ground
they gained in the 1980
Reagan landslide.
"Every clerk in the
White House thinks he can
do my job better than I
do," replied Richards
when asked if he could
explain speculation, ap-

parently from the White
House, that he was on his
way out.
Campaigning in Ohio,
the president denied he
was unhappy with Richards' performance as
party
chairman. "Not at
all,'f Reagan said. "He's
done a greatjob."
A SOURCE who insisted

on anonymity said Richards was told "he's leaving." The source called
Richards "an ineffective
spokesman" for the party.
Richards said he met
with Reagan on Friday and
told him he wanted to return to private life.
"The president did not
ask me to stay in this par-

ticular role," said Richards, who added that he
turned down an offer of a
Job In the administration.
le refused to identify the
post.
"I told him I couldn't
afford to stay on in the

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS

VIP

Sign stealers commit crime
$150 and is automatically
sent to court, he said.

by Mark Wellman
reporter

LAST YEAR Campus
Safety and Security sent 13
cases to Standards and
Procedures and none to
municipal court. The Bowling Green police prosecuted their two cases in
municipal court.
This semester an estimated 12 signs have been
stolen and two cases have
been sent to Standards and
Procedures, Bess said.
Fifty signs were stolen
during the 1981-82 academic year.
Punishment for sign
stealing varies according
to the value of the sign, the
importance of the sign, the
past record of the student
and the cooperation the
student gives to the officer.
"When a student cooperates and is concerned
about resolving the problem we will try the Standards and Procedures
route the first time,"Bess
said.
"One of the nice things
about being at a University
is that a student has the
option of using Standards
and Procedures.
The minimum punish-

Students who steal university or state-owned
signs can expect trouble
from Campus Safety and
Security if they display
them in visible sight,
according to William Bess,
director of Campus Safety
and Security.
"If a student steals a
sign and uses it as a window decoration he can expect a security officer to
question him," Bess said.
If a student refuses to let
the Campus Safety officer
enter the room, the officer
can request the residence
hall staff to enter the room
with their authority. The
residence staff can search
the room but they cannot
search personal belongings such as closets, drawers and suitcases, said Jill
Carr, assistant director of
housing.
The security officer will
determine whether a student will be sent to municipal court or Standards and
Procedures unless the value of the sign is over $150,
Bess said. A student has
committed a felony when
he steals property over

Meadow View Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone: 352-1195

ment Standards and Procedures gives for sign
stealing is a written reprimand and the maximum
punishment is suspension
from the University,
according to Derek Dickinson, director of Standards
and Procedures.
THE MAXIMUM sentence given by the municipal court is six months in
jail and $1,000 fine if it is a
misdemeanor. If the offense is a felony, maximum penalty is a five year
sentence and a $2,500 tine.
Sign stealing is no easy

• 1 BEDROOM
• 2 BEDROOM
• FURNISHED OR
UNFURNISHED
Inquire about special rates
Laundry facilities available.
JlshMI
Swimming pool

Party room
Game room

Sauna

Alt residents are granted a tree membership to the Chenywood
Spa with lease

Skydiving
Did you ever
want to Jump
Out of an airplane?
If the answer to that question is Yes
GREENE COUNTY SPORT "'sitwois*,
PARACHUTE CENTER
£?3?6£93
5I3 372 61 16

Jump at Vouf Own Rish

IBGSU THEATRE PRESENTS

CAMPUS BROTHERS

ODOT spokesman said.
Road sign theft cost the
Ohio taxpayer an estimated $500,000 in 1981 and
the thefts created dangerous situations for drivers,
according to a spokesman
for ODOT.
The stealing of a stop
sign caused a fatal accident this year in Fulton
County and caused another
fatal accident in this area
several years ago, according to a spokesman for the
Toledo State Highway Patrol Post.

ARE NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.
PLEASE RETURN

BY FRI. OCT. 8

DOMINO'S PIZZA
"HELD OVER SECOND BIG WEEK"

BUY ANY LARGE PIZZAf
AND PAY
THE PRICE OF A SMALL PIZZA
JUST ASK - NO COUPON NEEDED.
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

16" pizza
cheese 4.25
f item 4.90
2 items 5.55
3 items 6.20
additional items $.65

Good \

352-1539 through \

♦

Sunday t
Oct. 10th\

(not valid with any other offer)

Want to be a member of a very important group?

GmuAi F(KKIS

Apply now for the

STUDENT ATHLETIC USER BOARD

Free

There are 12 positions open; 3 athletic
and 9 non-athletic.

"NOW RENTING"
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-12 & 1-5

problem to solve because
thieves strike late at night
and leave no worthwhile
clues.
Campus Safety and Security officers usually get
clues from eye witnesses,
city police, students and
residence hall staff.
According to officials
from the Ohio Department
of Transportation the most
popular targets are stop
signs. Also street signs
with unique names such as
"Lover's Lane Road"or
"Scott Hamilton" are especially vulnerable, an

administration, that I for a business venture In
wanted to get out and his home state. Richards
make some money," said said he has made all paythe Ogden, Utah, lawyer ments due through Nov. 2.
who acknowledged last The loans are guaranteed
January that he was be- by the Small Business Adhind in repaying $300,000 in ministration.
federally guaranteed loans

iNIHilNA'tONAl Coffl I S

Sample Pack

One Sample Pack with five deliciously
different one-cup servings.

This 1s a perfect way for students to voice
their opinions directly to the Athletic Department.

(

N

OCT. 7-9, 13-16,8 PM
3 PM MATINEE OCT. 16
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 372-2719

("ivial fouls

Gratis

Applications can be picked up at 405 Student Services

Creamy rich, with an orange twist

and returned to by October II.
rClip & Save"

'Clip & Save'

( II VU-Xl \ i x «K
KiiKVMiowK olliis

ALL-SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES
Opponent
Wisconsin
Ferris State
Michigan
Ohio State
Notre Dame
Michigan State
Western Michigan
Illinois-Chicago
Miami
Ohio State

(Bopffuccino

Gratuit
Smooth and light, French style.

HOCKEY
EXCHANGE DATES PLAYING DATE (S)
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

11 & 12
18 & 19
25 & 26
8 & 9
22 & 23
3 & 4
10 & 11
24 & 25
14 & 15
21 & 22

CxfE FRANCAJS
(IIMH-M f<XK.\

IMH<V\IU>\AI(

Kostenfrei

Oct. 15 & 16
Oct. 22 & 23
Oct. 29 & 30
Nov. 12
Nov. 26 & 27
Jan. 7 & 8
Jan. 14 & 15
Jan. 28 & 29
Feb. 18 & 19
Feb. 26

Chico State
Ferris State
Murray State
Defiance
St. Bonaventure
Toledo
Kent State
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami
Ohio University
Ball State

Nov. 29 & 30
Nov. 29 & 30
Dec. 1 & 2
Dec. 6 & 7
Dec. 8 & 9
Jan. 6 & 7
Jan. 13 & 14
Jan. 20 & 21
Jan. 27 & 28
Jan. 31, Feb. I
Feb. 7 & 8
Feb. 14 & 15
Feb. 21 & 22
Feb. 28 & Mar. 1

Dec. 2
Dec. 4
Dec. 6
Dec. 10
Dec. 14
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
Mar. 5

THf ALL-SPCATS PASS IS ITU AVAIlAtlf FOK SALE DAILY IN THE MCUOMAL MALI TICKET OFFICE PUKCHASE THE
All- SPORTS PASS AND SAVE SIMMS PLEASE NOTE: OO TO EXPECTED SELL-OUTS. THE AU-SPO«ITS PASS MArl
■E THE ONLY WAY YOU WILL SEE THE HOCKEY OK IASKET(AIL FALCONS THIS WINTER OEI YOU" AU-SPOP.TS
PASS TODAY!
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Rich and chocolatey Swiss

HAVE A TASTE ON US.
To get your Free Sample Pack of General Foods' International
Coffees. |ust fill in this coupon with your name and address and
send it to General Foods International Coffees Sample Pack
Offer, PO Box 4051. Kankokee. Illinois60902

FREE

MARLENEK. NORTON,
"A Professional for a Professional's Job"
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Limit one request per customer
This offer expires December 15.1982

Elect

C.P.A.

For Wood County Auditor

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Marlene Norton County Auditor, Joyce Kepke, Treasurer, 312 Huntingion Bank Bldg., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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These individuals will be working directly with the
Athletic Director.
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PLANNING A PIZZA PARTY?
CALL

[MYLES PIZZA
516 E. WOOSTER
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Falcon harriers prove to be
no match for Wolverines
with Michigan."
Among the injuries was standout Falcon Laura Murphv, who
has been finishing in the top
three all season. She had to drop
out of the race. Helen Poe and
Stephanie Eaton were also BG
casualties.
The bright spot of Saturday's
race was the fact that BG scored
five dual meets and walked
away with a 4-1 record.
The four wins all came against
Mid-American Conference
schools. They were Ohio, 25-32;
Central Michigan, 20-39; Miami,
18-45; and Ball State, 17-46. The
loss came to UM by the score of
19-39.
"It (the race) was kind of a
downer," Sink said. "But we're
still beating our conference
teams and that's what we want
to continue to do."
Wolverine record-breakers
Melony Weaver and Lisa Larsan
won the event followed by teammate Sue Schroeder, who was
just one second behind.
Placing behind Lanciaux for
BG was Kathy Kaczor with
18:36; Gidget Wickham with
18:52; Laura Ryder with 18:56;
Laurie Bisbee with 19:04; Cathy
Schenkel with 19:09; and Jodie
Welly with 19:20.
If it is true that the Falcon
harriers were tired during last
Saturday's race, then this week
BG will be happy to run against
a hapless Toledo club. Sink said
that nis harriers will run a little
more relaxed than usual.

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Everything about last Saturday's women's cross country
meet went as expected on the course east of the stadium.
Unfortunately for BG's women harriers, a powerful Michigan club was expected to win. What was not expected out of the
Wolverines was a runaway vic■VWLiJurjLiJVJWWJUUUU^^
tory on BG's home course.
UM took the first three positions at the finish, with the top
two runners tying for first place
and breaking the BG 5,000-meter
course record with a time of
17:40. The old record (18:10)
was set last season by BG's
Saturday, October 9
JoAnn Lanciaux.
Q-00
a m BU
Rfi Irp
Arpna £n,'ry forms avallable a Chamber
As a team, the Falcons finy.UU a.m.
ice Arena
o Commerce and around town.
ished second of nine partici$5.50 entry fee
pants.
Lanciaux improved on her old
aytyiftJVtfWWWWWJVVWSAfVWWWVW^^
record-setting time by finishing
fourth with a 17:53 clocking - a
performance that was highly
QNNtucw»uv*NCiD Coai<»aeo**imaia'«.asa*«iT«sieM...,
.<m sta'-mtwac lasts s«o* ou'stud*™s langoagaa"""*sue."
praised by BG coach Sid Sink.
Bu S co*t«o» S3 189 P»e* >iciuo*fl ,#1 'Ownd ire to Sevif 'iom New lo MuOo"
.o«w.t'ng too yea' O'ogtttt* in u S Aovsncod covrm
"JoAnn ran a heck of a race,"
Ion tocn Doa'd andlu'lotconve'a Govc'nmnnlgiantt and loans also
he said. "She tried to run with
'"-*0- *• •"*" »,u0•',,1
«„,,, -..*..> * *. o: nm. ,o m» tf ^H^I
the Michigan girls at the start
l^wlhaSoin-Viiamtlv ■..•ndciMMt'Ou'f'Ou iaa*y iw ^.« . SP«iNOStM€STER -'»* ' Jw°« ' F*ti SCMtSIEB ■ - S#pl K
'•«■ loui months Earn 16 "'1 Of L'SOI ll*'»m"l to * *4«ne&'*
but fell behind. She ran very
wo« *» US coMgu ow a two ••*< i-me w") *ou< $pin.*>f. CC»€D'iED A D-oo'a^ol Tr*w Cr».»tt«nCoi*»flai
aggressively."
iu<>M*«iD«toft»(K«ao»oopO'iun.i*inordva.iai>»."i JS CMM
AS FOR THE rest of the team,
Sink said he had had higher
hopes for the first home appearance of the season. One of those
hopes was for an injury-free
For tuli information —write to
day, but the Falcons were dropping like flies throughout the
2442 E. Collier S.E.. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
race.
(A Program ot Trinity Christian College)
"We didn't run well at all,"
Sink said. "Some of them looked
a little tired. I was disappointed,
the game plan wasn't bad except
we're not strong enough to run
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Pizza inn
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TIESDAY-Thursday-SUNDAY BUFFET!
all the spaghetti, pizza,
and salad you can
eat from 5-8 p.m. for
ONLY $3.09!!
Also Thursday nite
enjoy beer for
1/2 price.
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BG News photo/Ron Hagler
Bowling Green's JoAnn Lanciaux (129) leads a trailing group of
Michigan runners during the Falcons' cross country meet at the
University's Forrest Creason Golf Course, last Saturday.

Zitt

Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestylea available
INC

'Wm^JkwL

from Page 7

Another man joined Zitt for awhile Sunday, then left him
alone to carry out his protest on a warm fall afternoon. Zitt
said several friends from work were supposed to show up, but
never did.
Still, Zitt carried on with his protest against the cost of
seeing a game as well as the strike.
"If I brought my wife and kids down here for a game, it
would cost $50," Zitt said. "It's just gone too far."
Zitt said he'll picket at the stadium every Sunday during the
strike.
"I told my son what I was going to do. He doesn't understand
it," Zitt said. "He just said, 'Good luck, Daddy.' "

'We also tape Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

For Standard Resume's. 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St.. Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs ol Students, Facultu and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in Quickonntmg

Seniors!

Look for the
Crossword Puzzle

Looking For
A Career?

on page 8!
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U.S.
Savings Bonds.

Register with the
Career Placement
Registry
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The National Computerized
Employment Searching

Service
Your qualifications will be
instantly available to over
8000 employers Total
cost $8 No other fees
charged Over 5000
seniors already registered
It costs nothing to find out
more about CPR. Just
complete and return the
coupon
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Steve Oddo
Tom Willison
Tom Noonen
Bill Haidle
Tom Woeste

Steve Crowe
Bob Sensenig
Jeff Kaszubski
Steve Triuisonno
Kevin Ross

For Faster Action Call
Toll-Free 1 -800-368-3093
In Virginia (703) 883-1085
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Sign up Now
in the UAO Office.

BE AT THE ...OCT.

$15.00 include:

vs,

Transportation
General Admission tickets.

Boring Greenftis?
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Have I got the
TREATMENT

FOR YOU!
Get Cured ...
Oct. 14, 15, 16th,
Keep looking for me
This Week!
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Otten, Young lead Falcons in thriller over WMU
by Joe Menzer

sports editor
Two Bowling Green heroes - an
obscure offensive back and a familiar
defensive tackle - emerged from BG's
7-3 Mid-American Conference victory
over Western Michigan at Doyt Perry
Field, last Saturday.
When the game was on the line in
the final minute, BG's defense rose to
the occasion one last time and staved
off the Broncos' most formidable offensive threat. It was BG's stalwart
defensive tackle, Andre Young, that
spearheaded the Falcons' heavy pass
rush on WMU freshman quarterback
Chris Conklin in those closing minutes.
And, even though defense was dominant throughout most of the game,
the Falcons also got a stellar performance out of all-purpose back-up
tailback Chip Otten. Often, a senior
who carried the ball just 23 times
from the line of scrimmage last season, rushed for 74 yards on 16 attempts and caught two passes for 18
more yards against the Broncos.
IT WAS THE most action Otten had
seen in a game since his freshman
year, when the 5-foot-6 fireplug fumbled at the goal line against Toledo
with just 57 seconds left in a 23-21
Falcon loss to the Rockets.
Still, Otten has kept busy - mostly
by returning punts and kickoffs for
the Falcons. He returned seven punts
and one kickoff against the Broncos,
and led the team in both return categories last year.
"Did you ever stop to figure out
what he does in a day?," BG head

BG News photo'Ron Hagler
Bowling Green's Chip Often (31) is pursued by Western
Michigan's Parris Boyer (71), during action in last Saturday's
game at Ooyt Perry Field.

coach Denny Stolz said. "He returns
punts; he returns kickoffs; he holds
on our extra points; he's our back-up
tailback; and he's one of our back-up
fullbacks.
"He's most famous probably for his
fumble against Toledo three years
ago, but he is a fine football player.
When I fill out our travel roster I'm
number one, Chip's number two and
then we find 48 other guys to go."
OTTEN WAS in last Saturday's
contest for a hobbling Bryant "Cowboy" Jones, who tried to play despite
an injured foot but just wasn't effective running the football.
"That's what we've got to have to
keep on winning - back-ups who come
in and do the JOD," Otten said. "(Cowboy) couldn't practice until the middle of the week. I knew if he was a
little tenative out there that I would
see a lot of work."
Despite Otten's fine efforts, the
Falcons couldn't seem to get untracked offensively.
"IT SEEMED like we had one
mistake each series that stopped us,"
said Otten, and a review of the way
five of BG's last six possessions in the
first half ended bears him out.

ENTER ANDRE YOUNG and the
Falcon defense. While BG's offense
continued to sputter in the second
half, the Falcons continually put pressure on Conklin - who responded more
like a grizzled veteran than a relatively untested freshman.
Before it was over, Conklin completed 20-of-34 passes for 214 yards,
even though he was repeatedly forced
out of the pocket and had to throw on
the run.
But on WMU's final series - when
the game's outcome hung in the balance with each snap of the football Conklin could not come up with the
big play.
Instead, it was Young and his deConsider:
fensive cohorts who responded with
• With 1:50 to go in the first quarter, the clutch plays. After Conklin had
an illegal procedure penalty nullified manuevered the Broncos to the BG 15an apparent Brian McClure-to-Greg yard line with 1:25 left, the Falcons
Taylor touchdown pass.
sacked him twice and forced him to
• On BG's next possession, Shawn throw twice under heavy pressure.
Potts hauled in a McClure pass at the Both passes were incomplete and BG
WMU 22-yard line but fumbled the took over on downs at its own 27 with
ball away after getting hit.
just 42 seconds left.
• After McClure's 30-yard TD toss
ON WMU'S SERIES before, Conkto Taylor had accounted for the lin scrambled-and-threw the Broncos

Muggy weather does in men harriers
the team. Brodt said that he felt BG's
Scott Creel was affected the most by
the heat, but Creel still managed a
fifth place team finish with a time of
26:44.
When the race was finally over and
the scores tallied, BG finished 11th out
of 19 teams. Michigan won the event.

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Everyone has one of those days,
and for the Bowling Green's men's
cross country team, last Saturday
was that day.
The Falcon harriers participated in
the Notre Dame Invitational at South
AS IF THAT was not bad enough
Bend, Ind., on an an unusually hot and
muggy day which left six runners in news for the Falcons, they scored a
the hospital. None of those unfortu- dual meet with fellow Mid-American
nate victims wore a BG uniform, but Conference member Western Michithe Falcons were still hit hard by the gan and lost, 26-29.
All was not lost though in the eyes
scorching heat.
BG's season-long number one run- of Brodt, as he said he was pleased
ner, Chris Koehler, expressed a tired with the performance of his harriers
feeling according to Falcon coach Mel considering the. conditions.. .
I thought they ran very well," he
Brodt and finished 111th - seventh on

will be returned to the Miami ticket
by scores of 15-9,15-1.
Last night, however, the Falcons office and sold there.
got back on the winning track by
The members of the 1982-83 Bowling
defeating Ohio University in Athens,
15-8,15-11.8-15. 15-*
Green's club bowling team have been
announced and are as follows:
Tickets for this week's Bowling
Mary Sonalla, Cathy McConnell,
Green-Miami football game in Oxford Valerie Vizza, Linda Braun, Joyce
will be on sale at the Memorial Hall "Greenie" Grienisen, Kim Calvert,
ticket office until 5:00 p.m., this Jad Davey, Dave Walters. Gary Hull,
Thursday.
Sam Santabarbara, Russ Radar,
If BG's allotment of tickets are not Dave Tracht, Jaime Young and Joe
sold by then, the remaining tickets Takacs.

l>V The Sisters of Chi Omega
are proud to announce
their new pledges

PARTY BOUND FOR
STEAMBOAT
Ski with the people that

by Tom Hisek

which were omitted
. from 9/2/82.

Ji

232 total. Batista was followed by
Jean Kempf (81-77-79-237); SusanneOhlsson (82-77-80-239); Shelley Dye (81-82-77-240); and Terri
Gruner (80-81-31-242).

sports reporter

It was a season filled with highlights and lowlights, but it came to
an end last weekend for Bowling
Green's women's golf team.
In the record department, BatisThe Falcons ended the season on ta's 73 in the second round was the
a mediocre note as they finsished low score for any BG golfer this
sixth of 13 teams at the Lady Spar- year and the team total of 308 - also
tan Invitational in East Lansing, shot in the second round - was one
Mich. Penn State won the tourna- stroke off the school record for a
ment with a 54-hole total of 909. BG one-round total.
finished with 945.
"They (the players) were hap"Claire (Batista) played well
pier than I was. But all in all we but she was a little disappointed in
could have played better," BG her score," Bonar said. "Kempf
head coach A.J. Bonar said.
had her best tournament in three
BG WAS once again led by fresh- years, and her 77 broke her all-time
man Claire Batista with a 79-73-80- record for a low round, and Dye

CINCINNATI (AP) - A 34-year-old Stadium every Sunday that the NFL just not right, and it's slapping the
fork lift operator says that high- players remain on strike.
fans right in the face."
Briced football tickets and now a
"I'm just tired of it all," said Zitt, a
Zitt walked along the plaza level
ational Football League players' father of four. "We got cheated out of outside the stadium, carrying a sign
strike are hurting the fans too much. our Sunday football. All this talk that suggested, "It's gone too far,"
Lester Zitt, of suburban Mount about money, and I can't afford to and calling for a fan strike.
see ZITT page six
Healthy, plans to picket Riverfront bring my kids down to the game. It's
.»***********•••********•• ****** *
!•••••
• •••••
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broke 80 for the first time in her
career."
BONAR SAID he was pleased
with his team's performance over
the four-tournament fall season,
especially with the Falcons' victory in the Lady Wolverine Invitational three weekends ago. Putting,
one of the team's weak points, wfli
be worked on over the winter,
Bonar said, as he searches for
more depth from his players.
'"I can't really complain. We
didn't shoot that well on the first
day in some of the tournaments
and that's one of the things you
have to do. We came back, but
coming back doesn't win anything, Bonar said. "We still have
a lot of things to accomplish."

Disgusted NFL fan pickets Riverfront

know where to go

• Sharon Reisch
• Caren Riddle
• Ann Sage

to BG's 16. Then, Young sacked the
young quarterback on two of the next
three plays for losses of 12 and 5
yards, respectively. That made it
fourth down-and-22 and forced WMU
to settle for a 46-yard Mike Prindle
field goal.
"On that second sack - or maybe it
was the first one - 1 got kicked in the
leg," said a tired Young after the
game, with his left leg propped on a
training table. "Two plays later, I
was still hurting pretty much and
(back-up defensive tackle Paul Richards) wanted to come in for me. I told
him I wasn't going to come out. He
was arguing, but it just meant too
much to me -1 had to stay in."
Young also teamed with BG defensive end Larry Stratton for another QB sack, and did his usual job of
harassing the signal caller on nearly
everv Dass play.
"When we needed the big rush,
Andre Young came through as
usual," Stolz said. "Before the game,
(WMU head coach) Jack Harbaugh
said that Andre was the best defensive tackle in the league; now Jack
knows he's right."
BG's defensive effort last Saturday
was reminiscent of last year, when
the Falcons were second in the MAC
in scoring defense. According to
Young, BG's defensive unit was out of
character two weeks ago when the
Falcons had to rely mostly on offense
to beat Central Michigan. 34-30.
"We knew that this time around we
couldn't rely on the offense to put 30
Kints on the board," he said. "We
ew we had to come around on
defense - and we did."

Falcon women golfers close
season with sixth place finish

said "Had they been able to run
together, we would have done better
score-wise."
Tim Brennan was the top BG finisher with a 17th place time of 25:10.
He was followed by Bob Zink, 50th,
25:53; Jeff Boutelle, 57th, 26:04; and
Tom Franek, 58th, 26:05.
This Saturday, the Falcon harriers
run an 11 a.m. dual meet against Ball
State in Muncie, Ind.
The Cardinals are not a powerhouse in the MAC, but Brodt has
learned that fate is a big factor in his
business.
"They (BSU) picked up a couple of
good kids from junior college ranks,"
Brodt said. "We're not selling anybody short."

SPORTS BRIEFS
Bowling Green's women's volleyball team suffered through a very
unsuccessful weekend in Kalamazoo,
Mich., last Friday and Saturday, losing four matches in the Western Michigan Invitational.
The Falcon spikers lost their first
match against host WMU in straight
games by scores of 15-7 and 15-1.
BG went on to lose 15-0, 15-8 to
Central Michigan and 11-15,15-4,15-7
to Iliinois-Chicago Circle before dropping its last match to Cleveland State

game's only touchdown, the Falcons
botched another scoring opportunity
when McClure underthrew a wide
open Potts in the left corner of the end
zone. WMU's Mark Kujacznski was
there to intercept.
• After Otten had made a beautiful
26-yard run with 2:10 left in the half to
move BG out to its own 39-yard line,
McClure again underthrew a wide
open Potts on a deep sideline pattern.
Kujacznski was again there to pick off
the errant pass.
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Tough defense carves out BG win over Broncos
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

It was not very artistic, but somehow Denny Stolz's Bowling Green
football team managed to sculpture a
7-3 victory over Western Michigan in
a battle of the unbeatens at Doyt
Perry Field, last Saturday.
The game featured two unbeaten
teams ranked among the nation's top
ten Division I-AA schools, two freshman quarterbacks, and a mass of
mistakes and flying yellow flags.
But in the end, the Falcons held off
a final Bronco bid to reach the end
zone in the waning minutes of the
game, thus producing BG's third win
in as many games - the first time BG
has started a season 3-0 since 1975.
"We made a lot of mistakes today,"
Stolz said. "In the first half we really
hurt ourselves. We could have had a
lot of momentum, but we had a touchdown called back (because of a penalty) among other things. We had our
chances but didn't smack them in like
we did the first two gaems."
FOR WESTERN coach and BG
alumnus, Jack Harbaugh, it was
much the same story. His young team
was guilty of 13 penalties on the day
for 94 yards. Many of those penalties
came in crucial situations.
"We did what a young football
team does - make mistakes," the
former BG football star said. "(Former BG head coach) Doyt Perry used
to tell us that you win with good field
position; they had it most of the time
today.
"I never wanted anything more in
my life than to come back here and
win. But I'm proud of my kids. They
have character - so does BG."

Unlike two weeks ago when the
Falcons outscored Central Michigan,
34-30, it was BG's defense that put
together the performance needed for
the win.
"One game we have all that offense
and the next it is just the opposite,"
Stloz said. "I tell you, I don't like
these low-scoring games. We're better offensively than that.
"BUT IT DOES not surpise me that
Jim (Heacock, assistant head coach
and defensive coordinator for the
Falcons) had the defense ready for
this one. They just played super."
But the end was luce a bad rerun for
Stolz and the Falcons. Just like in the
Same at CMU, BG's defense ended
le game on the field backed up
against a wall. For the second
straight game, however, that wall did
not crumble.
With just 2:34 left in the game, the
Broncos took over at their own 20yard line with BG clinging to its 7-3
lead.
On first down, freshman quarterback Chris Conklin - filling in for
the injured WMU starter Scott Smith
- connected on back-to-back passes of
15 and 19 yards, respectively, to split
end Jim Fleck. The completions gave
the ball to WMU at the BG 46-yardIine
with two minutes left.
On the ensuing play, Conklin rifled
a pass to freshman split end Ken
Luckett to the BG 32-yard line.
AFTER AN illegal motion penalty
on the Broncos, Conklin hit flanker
Paul Sorce on a sideline pattern for 22
yards down to Falcon 15. But then the
light at the end of the tunnel began to
fade for the Broncos, now 3-1, as
Conklin was sacked on a blitz by
defensive back Shawn Simms for an

eight-yard loss.

WMU then called a timeout with
1:04 left in the contest. On second
dovvn-and-18. Conklin escaped a
heavy rush led by blitzing defensive
back Tony Graham and threw the ball
out of bounds to stop the clock at :58.
On third down, Larry Stratton and
Andre Young - who had four quarterback sacks between them on the
day - pulled down Conklin for a loss of
four yards.
After another WMU timeout with
just 49 seconds left, Conklin threw into
the end zone for Sorce. The ball
seemed to safely nestle in the reciever's hands for a moment before being
dislodged by BG's Martin Bayless,
thus giving the ball back to the Falcons on downs.
Senior quarterback Dayne Palsgrove fell on the ball twice as time
expired.
THE FALCONS' only score - and
the game's only touchdown - came on
a first quarter 30-yard pass play from
freshman quarterback Brian McClure to senior flanker Greg Taylor.
Western came back with a 46-yard
field goal by Mike Prindle late in the
fourth quarter.
Both Stolz and Harbaugh agreed
that BG's pass rushplayed a vital role
in the Falcon win. The Broncos drove
the ball at will late in the game until
they crossed over into Falcon territory. Once there, they found themselves gaining big yardage on one
play only to have it erased by a QB
sack on the next. Blitzes by the BG
secondary added to the Bronco's pass
protection problem.
The win leaves the Falcons alone
atop the Mid-American Conference
standings at 3-0.

Bowling Green's Shawn Simms (38) gats a hand on Western Michigan quarterback Chris Conklin (7)
In the closing mlnutas of last Saturday's game at Doyt Parry Field. Simms sacked Conklin lor an 8yard loss on tha play to help preserve BG's victory over tha Broncos.

BG "lev.- photo/Liz Kelly

FALCON HOCKEY RETURNS SAT. NIGHT!
Classes now forming lor LSAO. GRE
GMAT. MCAT FLEX. & ECFMG.
Stanley H Kaplan. Education Center
Toledo Ohio 1 536 3701

CLASSIFIEDS
Cltmiilianl ';:•*■% aiv 40c por line I1.20 minimum. BOLD TtM Wc e*Uo p«<
od Appfo»ima»«ty ?5 to 30 >po<e% p»i lm#
. wll b«
CAMPUS/CITY CVCNTS l..hngs tor non profit public MKv« c
•ntrrtod OMCf lor tren> and or regular rotes th«r«oft«'
Deadline lor all listing* iv 1 doyt bvlo'v publication ot 4 00 p m Friday at
4 p m is t"-e deadline to' "»» Tutnday edition
GossXed to-rm are ovoJoble at the *C N»w« oHko. 106 University Hall.

WANTEO: ANY TYPING YOU
WOULD LIKE DONE FOR YOU. PROFESSIONAL WORK.
DELIVERY
WHEN REQUESTED. 278-3723 Rose
Wenslnk. Oeshler. Ohio.

PERSONAL
A 0 Pi Fal Pledges' We had a good
sleep, we made not a peep, we had
sweet dreams thanks lo your
schemes The tuck-in was great, you
featy do rate' Love. Your Stsiers

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Lost m Psych Bldg or Dtwn Psych &
BatcneWer. Gartie+d key ring-1 key If
louno please return, urgent 2 42/4

CAMPUS REPUBLICANS MEETING
Tonight Oct 5 at fi 00 pm in 204
Mosolcy Mail Now people wtficcMTie

LOST JEAN JACKET IN MEN'S
LOCKER ROOM AT REC CENTER
ON 9 24 82 REWARD CONTACT
JEfF AT 372 1559

ALPHA DELTA PI welcomes you
to A D Pi Avenue
Tonight at
5 30pm at the A D Pi house

RIDES

Amy B.. Amy Q.. Amy W., Becky.
Heidi, Kalhy and Lopes-Thanks for
making my 21 si so special! From 8
am to 1 am! Love you all, Mary.

Ragislralion forms are now aviil•bl* lor the Nai Security Agency s
Professional Qualification Tesl
scheduled tor 11 13 82 See Kim
Brents. Counseling A Career Oe
vetop Cntr 320 SS Bldg
Seniors who have not pantcipsted
in Semo' Placemen! Onenlaton
meeting or Resume and Interviewing
Seminars are encouraged to attend
the following meelmg Wed Oct 6.
6 OOp m
Senior Orientation
All meetings are held on 2nd floor
*ounqe ol Studenl Services Btatdsng
The Honors Student Association is
sponsoring as El Greco Cultural Con
versation Tues. Oct 5. 1982 at
7 30 PM «n the Honors Center (basement Kreischer Quad) Or Mercedes JunqueiaFlys
Romance
Languages, wal give a slide-show
presentation The conversation is
FME and open to the pubhc

LOST AND FOUND
LOST plastic glasses m tan case
btwn N Enterprises Court St on the
way to South Hal 354-1342 or 352
7809

RIDE NEEDED DESPERATELY TO
EDINBORO STATE. PA ERIE OR
NEAR IS FINE WEEKEND OF OCT
8 10 WILL HELP WITH GAS $
CALL KELLEV AT 2 1923

SERVICES OFFERED

A very special thank you to all my
friends and weH wishers that made
my 21 si a very joyous and most
memorable flay & nite Knowing all of
you makes everihing worthwhile
Love. Janet JB Barkan P S This is
especially to Janet Smucker. Tenants ol * i 2 S 11 and Laurie Sco■
dova
BAGELS
JACKS BAKERY
ACROSS FWO« HARSHMAN

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 AM
10:00 P.M.
1-800-438-8039

BB &U Congrats on the Phi Mu-Siq
Ep pinn«ng A match made m Heaven
You're the Greatest L B Dog

Astrology charts drawn 4 interpreted
Call 354-1357
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rales
Call 352 7305 alter 5pm
TYPING ALL KINDS DONE - CALL
SUE 693 4188

B4 Cook. Congratulations on getting
engaged May will be here sooner
than you Ihmk Love the DU Little
S*
"BOATS ON SAND"-UPTOWNTUESDAY, OCTOBER 12-NO
COVER!!
BUN,
DO VOU WANT ME BABY?
LOVE. YOUR BUDDY

•HAPPY HOUR"
NOON 'TIL NINE, MTWRFS
'HOLIDAY INN'
Congrats I Good Luck to Kathy
Gresser. Captam of Gymnastics
Team. 82-83 Love. Janey Ace and
Hardware Place' PS Happy 21st
B—Day
Customiied TShirti & Jerseys lor
your group or organization
Lowest Prlces-Fait Delivery.
Call Jim 363-7011

TOOAY IS THE DAY
FOR ME TO SAY
I LOVE YOU & WISH VOU A HAPPY
21ST BIRTHDAY'
LOVE ALWAYS AMY
DESIGNER JEAN CLUB: $28 membership entitles you to 15 FREE pair
ot lop-labei. first quality designer
leans. Call 1-841-8713 or 1-8822653.

FORECAST OF WORST WINTER IN
THIS CENTURY is not the only reason to go on National Student Exchange
Contact the Clr
lor
Educational Options. 231 Admin
Bldg 3720202. lor information on
mud-year exchange opportunities
GREEK NITE—TUESOAY
8:00 PM-CLOSE
WEAR LETTERS—SEE DOUBLE
MAIN ST.
GIDGET, Thanks so much again for
caring. You've really made a difference In my life. Without a doubt,
you're the most loving person I've
ever met. I hope wa can continue
our relationship!
Thanks Again, QAM
Good luck to the 1982 DU FaH
Pledges Welcome to our house and
gel psyched for Bike Race' Get those
Signatures' Love the LitHe S»s

Sign-Up procedure: At the lime ol sign-up. you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form for each interview you schedule. Qualified candidates
are those who meet the academic degrees, majors and graduation dales requested by the employers listed below. Those not meeting the requirements
will not be interviewed. Important: Only permanent residents {U.S. citizens) are considered unless otherwise indicated.
The number in ( ) indicates the number of schedules requested by the employer.

IMI

IIMKI s COMPANY Canlon. OH

ARM( (), INC. Middleliiwn. OH

DATE OF VISIT
INTERESTED IN
10-IHJ
PROGRAMED: B'Comp Set.. MIS. Dec. Grads. til each day.
10-19-82
ASSOC. PROGRAMMER ANALYST: B/Comp. Sci . Math; ASSOC
10-18-82
PROGRAMMER B/Comp. Sci. or Math with Comp. courses: ASSOC.
INDUS ENGR.: B/lnd. Mjml.. Chcm . Math. Physics;
BEARING OPERATIONS ASSOC.: B/Prod. Oper..
Ind. Tech , Ind. Mgmi . Bus. Mgmt.;
ASSOC. SUPERVISOR: B/Bus. Adin ; All
above Dec.. May Grads. (I)
10-10-82
CANCELLED. (Scheduled also. Feb. 16. I96J for Comp. Sci.. MIS majors).

THE UK,BEE COMPANY Cleveland. OH

10-IM!
10-1*42

LILLY A HARIS. CPAS ( I.-..-land. OH

10-1*42

Hf I.I "limit II COMPANY Akron. OH

I HE STANDARD OIL CO. (OHIO) Cleveland. OH

10-1*42

WYATT CAFETERIAS. INC Dallas. TX

10-1*42

MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO. Sidney. OH

10-2042

HELLO JOOl ANN LOWERY'
HAVE A GREAT DAY'
MEY GOO PHOO BOO DATES'
GET A ajJ£""">W?n

yrrrr>Ti7rtrrrrm?rrrm
Janet S . Please cheer up. things win
be a lot belter before you know it
You're a special person lo me and
whenever you need an ear to hear or
shoulder ID be there God only
knows how olten you helped me
Love Janet B
Karen Washbush
Boring Huh?
What did you expect me to
do at 4 in the morning?
I wish I knew at 41"

Don't forget to redeem your Fnsch's
poster day coupons'

The following cmplojcrs will be on campus the week of October 18 lo. interview qualified candidates. Sign-Up for ihese interviews will be held on
Wednesday. October 6. I is:, from 7:30 a.m. lo 8:00 a.m. in the Forum of the Student Services Building. There will not be a sign-up for Education
schedules this week.

dOODUAH TIRE A III Hill II CO. Akron. OH

GO and Voquo was the theme II
almost seened as it a dream When
tni' OgflOlO Issgnl round and IsNBd. lo
Linda, the Phi Mils knew it was
bound1 Congratulations lo bnda & BUI
on your Sig Ep Phi Mu pinning1 Love.
The Phi Mu s

DAVID DePASOUALE.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

IMI'IIIUB

DOT A CRUSH?
SEND A KISS!
On sale Univ Had
12-3 p m Mon.-Fn
50' Sae 50V SAE

Laurie Scodova. Thanks for being a
good roomie and even better Inend
Love Janet P S "The sun will come
out tomorrow"'
LEE HICKORY STRIPE BIB OVERHALLS. REG 825.00. NOW (14.95.
JEANS N' THINGS 531 RI0OE ST.
MANURSKIVICH BROTHERS
and LITTLE CHICKSTEBS
Ned Congrats Our MAVERICKS
lor the Ultimate Tourney Wine.
MARKETING ClUB MEETING
7:30 In 116 Ed. Bldg.
Sell those Rattle Tickets!
MEN!
WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American Foreign
No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Summer job or
career Send S3 00 lor mtormalon
SEAFAX. Dept E 12 Box 2049. Port
Angeles. Washington 98362 On the
sunoeck we did meet, a glass ol
water you poured on my leet you
were then so young and bold, now
you re 21 years old Happy B—Day
Pal Love. Deb
PIZZA-PIZZA—PIZZA
Wm a years worth ot Myle's Pizza.
Rattle Tickets 25' at University Oval
10 00-3 00 Monday Thru Thursday
•HOLIDAY INNTHURSDAY, ALL DAY-ALL NIGHT
HAPPY HOUR
'LIVE BAND'
GREEK NITE—TUESDAY
8:00 PM- CLOSE
WEAR LETTERS-SEE DOUBLE
MAIN ST.

DESIGN S DEVELOPMENTAL ENGINEERING- MACHINE TOOLS: TECH.
SALES: B/Electro- Mech. Tech.. Eke. Tech.. Mfg. Tech.. Ind. Tech., also with
Tech. background interested in Tech. Sales career. Aug. Dec. Grads. (I)
10-2042 CANCELLED (Scheduled Jan. 19. 1983). for Prod. Oper. majors
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION Cleveland. OH
SYSTEM—ORIENTED OPERATION: B/M Comp. Sci . Priority to Dec., then
10-2042
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS-DATA SYSTEMS CROUP Dallas. TX
10-2142 May Grads. (I) each day for this group.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS-INFO. SYST/SERVICES Dallas. TX
10-2042 COMP SYSTEMS/SERVICES: B'M Com. Sci.. Com. Ele. Tech. MIS. Math
10-2142 (CS option), or any deg. with a leas) 12 hrs. in Comp. Sci., Priority to Dec.,
then May Grads. (3) each day for this group.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS-SEMICONDUCTOR SALES Dallas, TX IO-2M2 FIELD SALES ENGRS.: B/M Comp. Sci., Physics. Priority to Dec., then May
Grads. (I) for this group.
10 20-I! STAFF ACCOUNTANT: PUBLIC ACCOUNTING: BVAccl.. Dec., May Grads.
TOUCHE ROSS 4 COMPANY Toledo. OH
(2) Toledo, (I) Cleve..(I) Columbus. (I) Dayton.
TRAVENOL LABORATORIES INC. DeerlHtd. IL
10-20-82 BUYER/EXPEDITER: B'Mall. or Oper. Mgmt.. Bus. with Lots/Oper. interest
and coursesvork. Dec. Grads DISTRIB. ANALYST REPLEN ANALYST. ASST
MGR.. B/Trans.or Bus w/inler. and coursework in DII mn Dec. Grads. (2)
ie-2aj; LEADERSHIP/MGMT POSITIONS. PILOT AND NAVIG'AREAS: Any four
U. S. AIR FORCE Bowling Green. OH
vr deg. or high- er. Dec., May. Aug. Grads (I)
XEROX CORPORATION Rochester. NY
10-20-82 CANCELLED. (Scheduled for Jan. 21).
10-21-81 MGMT SYSTEMS ANALYST: B/M Comp. Sci., Dec.. May Grads. (2); MGMT.
BURROUGHS CORPORATION Detroit. Ml
SYSTEMS ANALYST: MBA in MIS, Dec., May Grads (2)
ia-21-U SALES- MK 1 REP.: B/Mkt.. Bus. Admin., Dec Grads. only (I)
OWENS—CORNING FIBERGLAS CORP. Toledo, OH
CONTRACTING FOR FIELD ENGR * ESTIMA- TOR—SALES REP.:
B/Consl. Tech.. Dec., then Mav Grads. fill in (I).
10-22-42 MGMT. TRNEE: B/any Bus. or Retail related, Dec , May Grads (I)
ELDER—BEERMAN STORES CORP. Has inn. OH

K MART APPAREL CORP. Plymouth. Ml

10-1X41

MANAGER TRNEE: B/Mkl . Retail., Econ.. Bus. Adin., Dec. Grads. (I)

PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL A CO. Toledo. OH

10-2242

STAFF ACCOUNTANT: B/M Acer. Dec.. May. Aug. Grads. (2) Cleve.. (3)
Toledo and other locations.

Sandy Bungo- Good luck on your
LSAT Sat P M
Shawn. The best
Thanks a lot'Oak

caddy

around

SHELLY, THANK YOU FOR B
MONTHS OF HAPPINESS I'M STILL
CRAZY ABOUT YOU' HAPPY ANNI
VERSARY' YOUR LITTLE P
STEVE. CONGRATULATIONS ON
PLEDQSNG ALPHA SKSMA PHI YOU
FINALLY MADE THE BIG PLUNGE
I'M WITH YOU ALL THE WAY' LES
LEY
THE WASH HOUSE t GAME ROOM
240-250 N. Main. Retai with our
video games 8 pool while you do
your laundry
TO ALL MY SMASHING FRIENDS
THANKS FOR MAKING MY 20TH
THE BEST' LOVE YA RENEE (OR
SHOULD I SAY RENA)
TO OUR CHI OMEGA SISTERS,
WE LOVE YOUI
YOUR BABY HOOTERS.
MARY 1 LESLIE
r shirt s* screening it your nol
getting your slwts Irom JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying too
much" Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
SI
WE NEED YOU'
ESCORT SERVICE
COMMUTER CENTER 20360

WANTED
Female roommate needed lor Spring
semester on E Merry. Across Irom
Ott Big Apt . 2 bath, nice roommates Can Kim 354 2114
F Roommate to share one bedroom
apt across the street Irom Kohl Hal
onWoosler S90imo Can Juke. 352-

5745
F. Roommate needed - tumished
except own bedroom • 1 mile Irom
campus - no utilities - 150/mo. Call
Ann, 354-1800
HELP' I NEED 1 F RMTE IMMED
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
S130**O CALL AFTER 6 00 PM

352-4945
Male student with car yard work and
odd sobbing needed 6864527 alter
8 00 pm

'DESPERATELY WANTEO!
F. RMTE FOR SCHOOL YEAR.
I125IMO. t ELEC. (LIGHTS ONLYHEAT IS INCLUDED IN RENT!) YOU
GET YOUR OWN BEDROOM! QUIET
ATMOSPHERE. CALL DEB AT 352
7638 AFTER 4 PM ON M.W, 1 F,
ANYTIME ON WEEKENDS.
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd and
High Cal Enca at 352-4062
t F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835
4TH ST . BTWN HIGH 1 S COl
LEGE
S580.SEM
FURNISHED
CALL 352 0759
1 F. rmte needed now Buckeye
House Apts lOnsn weklo campus
S112 50lmo Call Fran 352 4303

HELP WANTED
Do You wanl Political Experience11
Volunteer still positions are now
opening on Ihe Celeate, Metzenbaum, Shaick. and local campaigns. Excellent opportunity lor
any POLS, or Liberal Arts major. II
interested contact our campaign
representives al Candidates Box 80
University Hall BGSU. Bowling
Green, Ohio 43403.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer year
lound Europe. S Amer . Austraka
Asia
All Fields
8500*1200
monthly
Stghtseeog
Free Wo
Write IX Box S2-OH3 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625
STUDENT REP NEEDED lo promote
our annual Spring Break trips to
Florida and our Winter Ski Trips
Reps receive Free Trips Call or
write
COASTAL TOURS INC
PO BOX 88
OAK FOREST IL 60452
(312)535-3212
S250 00 weekly paychecks duly
guaranteed) working part ol lul time
at home Weekly paychecks mailed
deeclly to you trom Home Office
every Wed Start immediately No
experience necessary National company Do your work right in the
comfort and security ol your own
home Details and application mailed
Send your name and address lo
American Fidelity Company. Hinng
Dept 77. 1040 Lone Star Dr . New
Braunlola. TX 78130

M rmte needed lo share 2 bdrm
apt very close to campus S120/mo
Cat 372 0375 » aak lor Damena

FOR SALE

F. Rmte. far Ind asm.. 82S E. Merry
SI. across Irom Oft Towers.
1120/mo
Non-smoker preferred.
Call 372-7727.

FOR SALE MUST SELL
Yamaha 650cc Special Beautiful
cond 81400 or best oiler Black 6
Chrome Cal Ted 362-3991.

Fteafcstic live band graphic equalizer
850 00 Cal 352 1130
Vito Clannet-iusl overhauted-ln great
shape Cal Ken al 2-5867
'75 Toyota Corolla wagon. 4 sd . a*
AM FM regular gas Rekable 3524743 alter 5
You're on your own Your first apt Do
I have a deal for you Brown Studio
couch, end table pole lamp 8 table
lamp 835 00 Couch alone S25 00

Cal 666-6550
Wood Irame. vinyl and cloth couch
and love seal, reversible cushions,
excellent condition Cal 352-5054
atler 6 0Opm weekdays
OHIO STATE FOOTBALL GAME
PANTS. GREAT FOR CUT—OFF's.
SIZES 32-38, MOOfpelr
352-4850 atlnr 6:00 pen.
1977 YAMAHA RD 400
CALL WAYNE AT 352-3464

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT
S100 PER
MONTH CALL 352-4400 AFTER
5 00 PM
1 8 2 Bedroom Apts Available 352
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
alter 3 00 pm
2 bedroom (urn apt Heat water.
Cable TV paid for AC parking Lot.
laundry lacikles. $340 mo Call 352
7182
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newtove Real Estate
354-2260 or 352 6553
STUDENTS 6 FACULTY
We st* have some nice apartments
available Give us a cal for al your
housing needs NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 336 S Main 352 t620
Txed ol roommates? Enjoy pea^c 5
quiet in our luly furnished studio apt
Sign up now for 2nd semester ol take
advantage ol our Fal speaats' Char
ing Cross Apts 101 7 S Main St.
352 0590
ANSWER

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
c
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ACCOUNTING PROGRAM: B/Accl.. Dec.. May. Aug. Grads. (I)
ASST. SALES MGR. B/ Fash. Merch.. Mkti.. Retailing. Dec. Grads.
(Reluming Feb. for May Grads.) (2)
EDP AUDITOR/CONSULTANT: B/wiih 24 hn. Comp Sci and qualified
forCPAe»am. May Grads. (I)
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMER: B/Comp Sci.. MIS. Dec. Gradi.
(Returning Jan. 26 for May Grads) (I)
ASST. MGRS.: MANAGERS: 11 lira Food Sery.. Rest. Mgmt.. Bui. Mgmt..
Mkl.. Dec.. May Grads. II)

PUMPKINS — PUMPKINS"
CIDER—CIDER—SOLD IN UNION
OVAL. 9 3 Mon -Thus By VCTO

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
25

ACROSS
Clcalrix
Crate and crib
Court order
Czech name lor
the Elbe
Ancient market
place
Greek I
PartolNEA
Bed
Knight
Goes on a spree
Era ol Ihe reptile
Network

26 Moflo and
namesakes
28 Sea nymph
32 Task
35
daGama
37 Conjunction
38 Pasternak
character
39 Accordingly
40 Talking bird
41 Pub libation
42 Young ox
43 West Pointer
44 Respectlul
response
46 Alrlcan capital
48 Excited
50 Stamps

54 Female spiders
58 Innei palio

59 Attire connected
with 18 Across
61 Direction,
in Madrid
62 Gen. Robert
63
of Nantes
64 Chinese god
65 Direction
66 "Uncle
"
67 Stone or storm

DOWN
1 Lullaby word
2 Skeleton
organization
3 Signature of
Jefferson's V.P.
4 Boudoir. In Spain
5 Ankle-length
garment
6 Past
7 Whiskey
8 Trial's partner
9 Wisdom
10 Owen
.
American novelist
11 Repetition
12 Road: Lai.
13 Salts
19 Bone: Prefix

21
24
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
39
40
42
43
45
47
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60

Prime time
Fleet, old style
More rational
Lady at Camelol
Bulwer Lytton
heroine
Expression of
annoyance
Material for a
potter
Hearty's
companion
Raw materials
Get rid of
More robust
Partol 18 Across
Aiming guide
Hire actors
Scented packet
Toots one's own
hom
Hollow crystalline
stone
Wife of
Mohammed
Tag, greeting
In Berlin
Correct
Over again
Vax
Birthday Items
Pool activity
Chapel Hill inst

